Primacare™ Modular Lounge is built to last in demanding healthcare environments. Modular chair and table models easily create functional, flexible configurations in waiting areas. The lounge series puts safety first with weighted options, tamperproof fasteners and contraband proofing for behavioral health applications. The comprehensive Primacare family is a ‘one spec’ solution that provides comfort and durability across a variety of healthcare spaces.

Seating shown in Mayer Genesis, Quartz, with metal frame and SSU armcaps shown in Cappuccino and laminate arm panel in Shaker Cherry. Tables shown with Shaker Cherry laminate top and Cappuccino metal legs.
Primacare Modular Lounge was designed for patients and their families. Its residential look brings the warmth of home to any healthcare facility, including retirement living. A contoured back with built-in lumbar support and high density Ultracell foam cushions provide comfort even during long wait times. Its integrated power module option allows visitors to stay connected.
Designed for change

Because every healthcare facility is unique, Primacare Modular Lounge is available in a range of options: metal or wood frames, high or mid backs, arm and armless seats, and open or closed arms. Single, bariatric, two-seater and three-seater models adapt to the space requirements of high traffic environments.

Seating shown in Mayer Genesis, Quartz with metal frame and SSU armcaps shown in Mocha. Tables shown with laminate Absolute Acajou tops and Mocha metal legs.
Better housekeeping

Removable seat cushion for ease of cleaning and replacement.

Fully accessible cleanout.
Repairable, reconfigurable and sustainable

Engineered to be taken apart. Every component can be changed out quickly and repaired on-site, including armcaps, legs, frames, cushions and upholstery. Easy to maintain and reconfigure, Primacare reduces the cost of ownership. True metal-to-metal hardware connections also provide an integral structure that withstands wear and tear.
It’s in the details

Frame and arms

- Open wood frame and arm
- Upholstered insert on wood frame and arm
- Open metal (high traffic) frame and SSU arm
- Laminate insert on metal (high traffic) frame and SSU arm

Features and options

- Wood armcap
- Self-skinned urethane (SSU) armcap
- Power/USB module attached to frame
- Removable upholstery for ease of cleaning and replacement
- Table linking options include linear, corner and ‘U’
- Metal-to-metal connections provide superior strength and long-term performance

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications. Cover: Seating shown Mayer Genesis, Quartz with wood frame and armcaps shown in Walnut. Table shown in Walnut.